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Dear Robert Gordon,
Just stopping by with
A wish for a peacefull
Valentine’s Day.
Happy Valentine’s Day!
Your friend Sandra Boer

for Mike Fitzpatrick
Happy Valentine's Day from your penpal
with love,..Suzanne

Happy Valentine’s Day to everybody,
And especially to Mike Lambrix.
May everything look a bit brighter soon,
Love Geesje

For William,
May happiness come your way...
On this Valentine's Day!
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY Dini
My love is your’s
My beautiful wife Jojo
Yours Victor
To all my friends at UCI
Friendship is a wondrous thing;
There's so much happiness it can bring.
I’m really glad that you’re my friend,
And I hope our friendship will never end.
Happy Valentine’s- Janneke
For everyone who needs it
Hugs are warm
hugs are nice
hugs are made to break the ice
Happy Valentine’s Day
Diana The Netherlands

Guillermo,
Happy Valentines Day!
Un abrazo para ti, Irma

Dear Paul Scott,
Thanks for being my true friend!
It’s a blessing to have you in my life!
Happy Valentines Day
Your Friend Sandra Boer

For Jesse Guardado,
I'm so lucky you're my friend
You're the best one there could be
That's why this Valentine is filled
With love to you from me
Happy Valentine’s Day Jesse!!
Dieuwke, the Netherlands ☺
To darling Bill,
" love is like an hour glass,
with the heart filling as the brain empties "
have a ridiculously happy day,
you handsome speciMAN!
all my love your secret admirer.

Dear Paul Hildwin,
Valentine’s Day isn’t just
About romantic love,
it’s about ALL love,
the brotherly & sisterly kind.
So here’s wishing you all the love you need,
for yourself,
and to share with the world.
Happy Valentine’s Day!
Your friend Sandra Boer

for Rob -Mercy- Patton,
hey, you special,
Happy Valentines Day!
purr, purr, purr
from Astrid & Borrie
from the Netherlands

Dear Rasikh'Abdul - Hakim F/K/A Kenneth D. Quince,
Love and kindness are never wasted.
They always make a difference
They bless the one who receives them, and they bless the giver
Happy Valentines Day to you!
I wish you love, happiness and joy!
Your friend Sandra Boer

To Wayne,
Time may pass
and we may part
But true friends
stay close at heart.
Happy Valentines day
From Diana

Please just someone listen
Tell me what would you gain?
As I’d be the prisoner of my own pain
Please don’t take him away from me
He is a changed man now just let him go free
Two wrongs don’t make a right
Open your eyes there’s a man now in sight
He is no longer that confused young boy
He is not yours to play with, he is not a toy
He is my man, my husband my heart
I beg of you please don’t rip us apart
Into a wonderful family man he has grown
Please let his family bring him home

KENTUCKY:

Conference of death penalty opponents ends with call for
compassion
There were no banners, posters or bullhorns, but 360 people from 37
states, including best-selling author Sister Helen Prejean, converged on
Louisville to peacefully protest capital punishment during the National
Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty's 2010 annual convention.
The convention, which began Thursday, concluded Sunday morning in a
10th floor ballroom at The Seelbach Hilton Hotel with an interfaith
ceremony of prayer and healing co-hosted by Interfaith Paths to Peace,
a nonprofit Louisville organization that promotes inter-religious
understanding, and the coalition.
The theme for the closing ceremony was "Widening the Great Circle of
Compassion."
Terry Taylor, director of Interfaith Paths to Peace, said the purpose of
the convention and prayer were to bridge the gap between people on
opposite sides of the death penalty issue.

He has long served his time
And paid for another person’s crime
You really don’t have a clue
It’s my life you would end too
You said he did wrong by taking someone’s life

"A significant thing for me when a murder occurs is that everyone is
touched and damaged by that process obviously the victim, the victim's
family, the family of the person who committed the murder in ever
widening circles of grief," said Taylor. "Sometimes in situations that
involve murder and capital punishment all we can do is sit together in the
ashes of our grief and hope that we can end an ongoing cycle of
violence."

Think about that will you
From a death row wife xxx
Written by Claire Davis

I am deeply honored to have been elected to the Board of Directors of
the National Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty (NCADP) and to
have had the opportunity to participate in the four day conference held in
Louisville, Kentucky in January. The event was filled with activists and
abolitionists who are truly motivated. and dedicated to the cause. Sister
Helen Prejean and all the other speakers reminded us of what we do
and inspired everyone to work harder towards the goal of abolition. It
was a fantastic event and I am truly thrilled to have been there. Jojo Farr

Lately the FDRAG newsletter is missing something
important…your contributions!!!
We know there are talented and intelligent guys on the Row
and we think you might like an outlet for your musings. So,
how about cartoons, drawings, poems, opinion pieces, short
articles, recipes, art and whatever else you think appropriate?
FDRAG does have the right of selection.
Looking forward to hearing from you.

Prior to the ceremony, Taylor acknowledged his excitement about the
presence of Prejean, whose "Dead Man Walking: An Eyewitness
Account of the Death Penalty in the United States," remained on the
New York Times Best Sellers list for 31 weeks. A 1995 movie based on
the book featured Susan Sarandon and Sean Penn.
"She has name recognition and is quite a force in efforts to end the
death penalty in the United States," said Terry.
Prejean, who gave the convention's keynote address Saturday morning
and a brief prayer during the closing ceremony, began her prison
ministry in 1981 when she dedicated her life to the poor of New Orleans.
The 70-year-old Roman Catholic nun, who considers capital punishment
morally wrong and rife with injustice, provides spiritual counseling to
prison inmates facing execution as well as murder victims' family
members.
(source: Courier-Journal)

Juan Melendez sends his thoughts and prayers to everyone on
Florida’s death row. He remembers you all very fondly and
never stops working to try to end the death penalty.

Oslo, 23 -29 November 2009

True Art Does Not Lie
”The death penalty is the ultimate denial of human rights”. With these word, John Peder Egenaes, the secretary general of
Amnesty Norway, officially opened the art exhibition made possible by inmates on death row. And who would know better
than Kerry Max Cook who spent 22 years on death row in Texas for a crime he did not commit. Kerry Max Cook has been
travelling the US and in Europe the past ten years to tell his story, a story of 22 years of nightmare on death row in Texas. His
strong speech touched the audience. Many left the exhibition with tears in their eyes after having got a glimpse into man made
hell. The week before this art exhibition, Kerry attended on the most popular TV talk show in Norway and Sweden. After the
show we were told while Kerry was speaking about death row and his horrible experiences, it was comepletely silent in the TV
studio, not a sound was heard except for the voice of a man who had been so close to death.
On november 23rd, the first day of the exhibition, the gallery View was comepletely crowded by people who wanted to see the
exhibition and to hear Kerry Max Cook's testimony. The public was deeply moved by the artwork. Serveral newspapers also
covered the exhibit the next few days. And Rigmor Fjelstad,the owner of Gallery View, told us lots of people visited the gallery
the entire week.
The exhibition also consisted of the beautiful photos of inmates on Texas death row, taken by the awsome photographer John
Holbrook, also from Texas. John Holbrooks photos have earlier been seen in the Opera house in Oslo in 2008 and has
recently been exhibited in Geneva, Switzerland. He has also been touring Texas with his pictures.These photos and the many
artwork made an immensely strong picture, by putting names and faces on the men on death row.
Thanks to Kerry Max Cook, we also got in touch with the photographer Bruce Jackson who is one of the few persons who got
the opportunity to get inside Ellis Unit, the former death row in Texas. There he took pictures of their daily lives on the row.
Amnesty made a slide show of his pictures which the public could see all week at the gallery.
On November 25, it was made an interview with Ann-Kristin Sorenmo, Heidi Vindenes, Jon Trana and Jens Maseng at the
gallery by a journalist Svein Tore Bergestuen, who is well known both from TV, radio and news magazines in Norway. The
interview was done in the gallery with an audience and was about these persons involvements in different works against the
death penalty.
The next day Mahmood Amiry-Moghaddam, spokesperson of Iran Human Rights in Norway, spoke to the audience about the
death penalty in Iran.” There is no doubt that these executions are meant to spread fear among the people and suppress
further the pro-democracy movement in Iran” he said.
We wish to express our gratitude to the inmates on Florida and Texas death row. Without you this exhibition would not have
been possible. Through your artwork we hope to get even more people aware and involved in the fight against the death
penalty. And from the response we got from the audience, we sincerely believe that your artwork already has made a big
difference

We wish to thank;

Kerry and Jens Maseng from Amnesty

Joseph Ferrero – Texas
Jason Looney- Florida
Thomas Overton - Florida
Roderick Orme – Florida
Michael Zack- Florida
Mark Davis – Florida
Leonard PhilmoreFlorida
Tony Medina – Florida
Roberto Perez - Texas
Michael Bell – Florida
Charles Finney – Florida
Leo Perry – Florida
Angel Rivera – Texas
Randy Baez- Texas
Paul Johnson – Florida
Michael Bruno – Florida
Loran Cole – Florida
George McFarland –
Texas

Kerry looking at the artwork

We will also express our deep gratitude to Delia Perez and her brother Louis Castro Perez who is on death row in Texas, for
their contribution.They both have been of great help to gather artwork for the exhibition and for their moral support and
encouraging words. And last but not least, we would like to thank Amnesty Oslo and Gallery View.
We are currently working with new art projects and we would deeply appreciate more artwork for future exhibitons.
Contributions can be sent to Voices from Death Row – Heidi Vindenes, Aasvegen 55, N-2034 HOLTER, NORWAY

It's just the popcorn
_________________
It was the season when the skies are the color of my
undershirts, which won’t ever get white again, even
with repeated bleaching. There was a job at the
neighborhood movie theater available, and the sign
had been up a few weeks. After talking to the
manager and initialing a few papers, the job was
mine, and they took the sign down from the window.
It stayed down for about a year.
There are lots of things about movie theaters most
people don’t know. The way they know how many
drinks have been sold are by the number of cups that
have been used. So when someone asked for a cup
of water, they’d have to pay the same as if they had
ordered a soft drink. There was no other way to find
out how many drinks had been sold. Clerks had been
spit on for asking money for the cups, but we had to
do it. If we came up short a drink cup it was taken out
of our pay check. Those drinks were how the movie
theater made its money, one way or another.
The suits we wore were black bow ties for women
and for the men, white shirts with vests, and black
pants. Not one person had a uniform that fit them.
Even exchanging clothes with co-workers didn’t much
help. We looked like kids dressed up to look like we
were dressed up.
Small talk among those of us working at the movie
theater usually amounted to commenting on how the
popcorn on the floor seemed to come out of nowhere
and then multiply with each other. We weren’t looking
for intellectual stimulation, we just wanted the hours
to pass so we could go home and get out of the
uniforms.
The popcorn was cooked with an oil that smelled
almost like butter, and that smell lingered forever in
the carpets, and walls of the lobby. Rub your finger
behind your ear. That’s the smell. The popcorn got
cooked before each show as people were coming in,
after buying their tickets. In the morning when the
doors opened, the first thing that happened was that
popcorn smell. It hit you full face fucking forward.

It was the end of the month, and dry roasted soy
nuts was all the food budget for the week allowed,
and man, did those things give me gas.
The theater was closed. It was late at night, and no
one was around. The place had been swept of the
popcorn, and the money had been counted and
deposited in the safe. The manager would
eventually show up to send the hired help home.
Not only did the soy nuts give me gas, but the gas
smelled like some guy burning dead skunks, using
dog turds as fire starters. Hey man? There’s an old
saying that feelings are like farts. If you hold them
in they hurt. Holding in my feelings has never been
a skill of mine. Holding in farts, even less so. By the
time the manager showed up with his girl friend, you
couldn’t even smell the popcorn any more.
“What’s that smell?” the manager’s girl friend said
as soon as the door was opened. And me, undoing
one of the buttons on the black vest, waving at the
manager as he walked in, kind of giving a little
grimace. It’s just the popcorn, the manager said,
and he waved back at me.
He asked if there was anything he should be told
about, and got a shrug from me.
Go home, he said. Have a nice night.
Walking out of the theater, and into the fresh air, the
door clicked locked behind me. The air felt cool, and
walking home that night the moon played hide and
seek with me behind the clouds. There was a smile
on my face all the way home.
~ Father Luke

UCI has re-instated the policy that we are not
allowed to park at the UCI parking lot before 7am.
Visitors are also not allowed to use the facilities
before 8:15am. Please let your coming visitors
know that if they arrive before 7am, they should
line up at the Handi-Way gas station down the
road. If the policy changes, we will notify you asap.
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Mail Bag and other issues
The wing doors should now be fixed.
18 yard balls, and 4 new microwaves have
recently been donated (by others).
Holiday gifts were sent to all the children of
everyone who contacted FDRAG. This was a real
group effort. Please let us know how it went
with your child(ren).
Other issues are still pending.

Cards
FDRAG has a supply of cards and we are going to
start sending them in once a month (around the
15th of each month). If you would like to receive
some cards in a future mailing, let us know what
kind of cards you would like and how many of
each. (10 maximum per person per month). We
have Happy Birthday, Get Well, Thinking of You
(or other friendship messages), Happy Anniversary
and blank. We have a few tailored Birthday cards
as well, so if you let us know the age, if it’s a boy
or girl, or grandmother, etc we might have one
that fits.

Angel Tree Visits
FDRAG received numerous requests for Angel Tree visits, and it
was a very agonizing process to have to make choices. Based on
the voting of the panel of 5, the 2 top winners are Lancelot
Armstrong and Michael Hernandez. We will be in touch with you
shortly to arrange for a visit as soon as it is possible for your
loved ones to be there. We thank all of you for your letters.

Staying in Starke
Hannah Floyd is going back to Denmark early next month for about 6
months and she has a house in Starke that she is trying to decide what
to do with. The choices are to rent it out to someone in Starke for the
time she will be gone, or to make it available to UCI and FSP visitors.
The house is on State Road 16 about 1 mile from 301 (with sidewalks)
and 8 miles from FSP/UCI. It has 3 bedrooms, 2 of which have queen
size beds, 2 full baths and all the other amenities of a house; a large
kitchen, large living room, 2 other small rooms , one has a crib and is
almost a complete nursery, one is sort of an office. Also has
a washer/dryer, There are sheets, towels, pots and pans, dishes,
glasses, a microwave, eating and cooking utensils, and everything else
you would find in a furnished house
The question is would anyone you know be interested in staying there
in the next six months? If yes, when and for how long would they want
to stay there? One night, a weekend, a week or more?
If this would be of interest to someone you know, please ask them to
contact Hannah, or me, for more information/details. Contact
information for both of us can be found on page 10 of the Newsletter.

Puzzle Page: From the Washington Post “Second Glance” August 30, 2009
Find the 12 differences in the 2Hannah:
pictures. Difficulty
rating: Extreme
(904) 964-7303

hannahfloyd@yahoo.com

Death Penalty Information Center, Washington, D.C. Year End Report 2009
New Voices
This year again, many people from areas of traditional death penalty support questioned the wisdom of this punishment. For
some it was a moral choice as the dangers of executing the innocent became even more apparent. For others, the costs and
burdens of the death penalty now outweigh any benefit it might produce:
Mark White, former governor of Texas and active death penalty supporter "There is a very strong case to be made for a review
of our death penalty statutes and even look at the possibility of having life without parole so we don’t look up one day and
determine that we as the State of Texas have executed someone who is in fact innocent."
Jason Nemes, former director of the Kentucky Administrative Office of the Courts "We've got a system in Kentucky where
there's not enough money for public advocates, for prosecutors, for drug courts, family courts, for juvenile services, for
rehabilitation programs, and we're using the money we have in a way I think is unwise. Every dollar that goes to our ineffective
capital punishment system is a dollar taken away from other needs. . . . The benefit to public safety is low. Are we really
protecting the public?"
Richard A. Viguerie, leading conservative spokesman "The fact is, I don't understand why more conservatives don't oppose the
death penalty. . . [It] is, after all, a system set up under laws established by politicians (too many of whom lack principles);
enforced by prosecutors (many of whom want to become politicians—perhaps a character flaw?—and who prefer wins over
justice); and adjudicated by judges (too many of whom administer personal preference rather than the law). . . . Conservatives
have every reason to believe the death penalty system is no different from any politicized, costly, inefficient, bureaucratic,
government-run operation, which we conservatives know are rife with injustice."
Rebecca Coleman, Chief of Police, Jackson, Mississippi [I am] "not sure that the average criminal would consider the death
penalty before they commit a crime. . . . I would look at more proactive means to serve as a deterrent to crime, as opposed to
looking at it [reactively]. . . . [I would put] programs in place to educate our kids to know the benefits of good behavior as
opposed to behavior . . . that ultimately would have them end up on death row."
James Fry, former Dallas County Assistant District Attorney Fry changed his mind about the death penalty after learning that he
had prosecuted and convicted an innocent man for rape. “For years, Texas has led the nation in the number of executions. Why
don't we now strive to lead the nation in a new direction: reforming a justice system in urgent need of reform? . . . . For years I
supported capital punishment, but I have come to believe that our criminal justice system is incapable of adequately
distinguishing between the innocent and guilty. It is reprehensible and immoral to gamble with life and death.”

Conclusions
The principal story of 2009 was the impact of the deep economic crisis facing the country. As states were forced to cut essential
services, many leaders concluded the death penalty was a wasteful government program that should be considered for repeal.
Eleven states debated bills to abolish the death penalty. New Mexico joined New Jersey and New York as states that recently
ended the death penalty. Other states such as Maryland, Colorado, Montana, and Connecticut came close to the same choice
this year.
The huge costs of the death penalty were mirrored by its lack of benefits. Death sentences continued to decline, having now
dropped over 60% since 328 people were sentenced to death in 1994. The problem of innocence, which has been a catalyst for
many of the changes surrounding the death penalty, remained prominent in 2009. Nine new exonerations brought the national
total to 139 since 1973.
A poll of police chiefs, coupled with the opinions of prominent officials, revealed that the death penalty is under broad
reconsideration by those with experience in law enforcement. The chiefs put the death penalty last on their list of priorities for a
safer society. They and many leading citizens would rather see the millions spent on the death penalty directed to more reliable
measures to fight crime. As the economic crisis continues in the year ahead, the death penalty will face heightened scrutiny.

FDRAG
c/o South East Station
P.O. Box 15731
Washington DC 20003

To:

Your family, friends and loved ones are welcome to call any of the above numbers if they have any questions
at all about your situation (or anything else to do with death row) and we will do what we can to help.

